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A NOTE TO THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF A LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH GIVEN SOLUTIONS 
Jiftf jARNiK, Praha 
(Received November 28, 1968) 
0. Let be given n functions with continuous n-th derivative in the interval (a, b), 
such that their Wronskian is different from zero in this interval. It is a well known 
fact that then there exists a homogeneous linear differential equation of the n-th 
order with continuous coefficients in the form 
JC("> + ^ ( O * 0 - " + ... + 0„-i(O*' + a«(0* = ° 
such that the given functions form its fundamental system of solutions. 
We shall show that a similar result holds even when the number of given functions 
is k < n and if we know only that the k x n-matrix constructed from the given 
functions and their derivatives in a similar way as the Wronski matrix has the maxi­
mum rank, i.e. k, at each point of the interval (a, b). 
1. Let us denote by W(fuf2, ...,/*) (0 the value of the Wronskian of functions 
f\,fl, ---,fk a * t. 
Theorem 1. Let a, b be real numbers, a < b, k positive integer. Let functions 
*i(0> x2v0> •••>**(0 have continuous derivative of the k-th order in the interval 
(a, b) and let the matrix 
/*i(0> *2(0> •••> **(0 
*;(0> *2(0, . . . . *j(o 
be of the rank k for all t e (a, b). 
Then there exists a function x*+i(0 with continuous k-th derivative in (a, b), 
such that 
W(xux29-^xk,xk+1)(t) 4= 0 
for all t e (a, b). 
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The assumptions of Theorem 1 obviously do not guarantee that the Wronskian of 
functions xt(t)9 x2(t)9..., xk(t) is different from zero in (a, b). Nevertheless, the fol-
lowing lemma holds: 
Lemma. Let a, b be real numbers, a < b9k9 s positive integers, s = k. Let functions 
xx(t), x2(t),..., xk(t) have continuous derivative of the s-th order and let the matrix 
(-) 
(Xl(t), x2(t), ..., xk(t) 
!xi(í), x'2(t), ...,x'k(t) 
ýti),'x?(t),'.'.'.','x?(t)i 
be of the rank k for all te (a, b). 
Then there exists a set of numbers am9 m = 0, ±1 , ±2, 
... < a_t < a0 < ax < ... < an < ... < 6, 
lim an = b , lim a_w = a 
a < ... < a_и < 
sucfc ffea* f/ie Wronskian W(xl9 xl9..., xk) (t) 4= Ofor all t e (a, b), t =# am, m integer. 
Proof of the Lemma follows from Theorem 1 [1]. Denote by N the set of all 
t e (a, b) such that W(xl9 xl9..., xk) (t) = 0 and assume that there is an accumulation 
point c of the set N, ce(a, b). The continuity of W(xl9 x2,..., xk) (t) implies ceN 
which is a contradiction with Theorem 1 [ l ] . 
Note that the assumptions of Theorem 1 are those of lemma with s = k. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us choose numbers a0, i = 0, 1, 2,..., k such that 
*i(яo)> x2(a0), ...,xk(a0), <xg 
x'i(a0), x'2(a0), ...,x'k(a0), ocj 
xľЫ, xÿ(a0), \''',"xï\aôi a*ò 
Ф0 
and a function u(t) with continuous fe-th derivative in (a_ t, a,), tt
(0(a0) = a0 for 
i = 0,1, 2,..., k.x) Evidently there exists e0 > 0 such that W(xl9 xl9..., xk9 u) (t) -# 
4= 0 for t e <a0 - e0, a0 -f e0>. Put 
^*+i(0 = u(t) for r e <a0 - e0, a0 4- e0> . 
Let us now suppose that the function xk+ x(t) has been already defined (and satisfies 
Theorem 1) on <a_^ - e, ai + e>, e > 0, j nonnegative integer. 
*) We denote u<°\t) = «(/). 
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Let us choose a function fj(i) continuous on <ay, aJ+1> and a function / - /*) 
continuous on <a_y_1? a . ^ such that 
fj(t)*09 f-j(t) + 0 for te(aj9aj+1>, te <<*_,_„ a_y> , 
respectively. Moreover, let 
(2) //a,. + e) = W(xl9 x2,..., xk9 xk+1) (aj + e) , 
f-j(a-j - e) = W(xl5x2, ...,xk, xfc+1)(a_; - e). 
(Since xk+1(f) is defined and satisfies Theorem 1 on <a_; — e, as + e>, the values of 
the Wronskian on the righthand side of the last two equations are nonzero and hence 
such functions fj,f-j exist.) 
Let us consider differential equations 
(3) 
*i(t), x2(t), ..., xk(t), y(t) 
x[(t), x'2(t), ..., x'k(t), y'(t) 
xï\t)','Җŕ),''.'.'.', Җj),'y (t) 
= / / * ) . 
J = ±j. The coefficient at the highest derivative yik)(t) in these equations is 
W(xl9 x2 , . . . , xk) (t). Denote by Y+(t)9 Y.(t) the solution of the equation with J = j9 
J = — j and with the initial condition 
(4) Y<°(«; + «) - xl'U°J + <0. Y<-(«-i - £) = xVUa-j - e) 
respectively, i == 0, 1,..., fc — 1. Since W(xl9 x2,..., xk) (t) 4= 0 for t e (aj9 aj+1) u 
u (a-j-l9 a-j)9 the functions Y+(t)9 Y_(t) are continuous and have continuous fc-th 
derivative in <a,- + e, aJ+1), ( a . ^ , a_^ — e>, respectively. Moreover, the inequa-
lities 
W(xl9 x2 , . . . , xk9 Y+) (0 # 0 , W(xl9 x2,..., xk9 Y_) (t) * 0 
hold in the respective intervals. 
Further, let us choose (analogously to the first part of the proof) the numbers 
aj+ 1 , (X-j-l9 i = 0, 1,..., fc such that the determinant 
x1(aJ+ x ) , x2(aj+ x ) , . . . , xk(aj+ x ) , oc°j+ x 
xl(aj+ l ) , xl(aj + i)> • • • > x'k(aj+ i)> «j+1 
4k)(«/+i)> x ^ K + i), •••> 4*}(tf;+i)> a/+-
as well as the determinant obtained by replacing the index j + 1 by —I — 1 are 
different from zero. Let uj+1(t)9 u-j-^t) be functions with continuous fc-th derivative 
in <aj9aj+2y9 <a_y_2, a_;> respectively and w
(.+1(ai+1) = a}+ 1 , w
(i)J_1(a_i_1) = 
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•=- oiLj-i for i = 0,1, ..., fc. (Such functions obviously exist.y From the continuity 
of W(xl9 xl9..., xk9 uj+i) (t) and W(xl9 xl9..., xk9 w.j-i) (0
 there follows that 
W(xl9 xl9..., xk9 uJ+i) (0 4= 0 , W(*i. x2,..., xk9 M_y_0 (0 * 0 
in some interval <a i+1 ~ e', a i+1 + e'>, <a_i_1 - e'9a-j-1 + e'> respectively, 
e' > 0 . 
In the interval <aJ+1 - e', a ;+1 + e'> put 
W ) = JW-(0 + ZiWO -
p = l 
the constants /?0, j?i, —, >?fc being the solution of the linear system 
P = I 
j = 0,1,. . . , k. Since from the choice of uJ+1(t) and e' there follows that the deter-




^ i - i (0 = yo"-./-i(0 + Z v p ( 0 
P = I 
in <a_i_1 — e', a_j_! + e'>; we obtain the constants y09 yi9..., yk as the (unique) 
solution of the system 
y^j.^a.j., +e') + i y ^ > - y . . + O = -!>-,-1 + «') • 
p = l 
Let us now define 
**+i(0 = 
Y+(0 in the interval <ay- + e, aj+1 - e'> 
^+i(0 in the interval <aJ + 1 — e', aJ + 1 + e'> 
Y_(0 in the interval <a_i_1 + e', a_j - e> 
t;_i_1(0 in the interval <a_y_! - e', a.y-i + e'> . 
By this way it is evidently possible to define the function xk+1(t) on the whole interval 
(a, b). It follows from the construction that xfc+1(0 has all properties required by 
the assertion of Theorem 1. It is just necessary to verify that the fc-th derivative x^l^t) 
is continuous at the points aj + e, a_y — e. 
There is 
W(xl9 xl9..., xk9 Y+) (a} + e) = //a,. + e) = 
= W(xl9 xl9..., xk9 xk+ 0 (a; + e) 
according to the choice of f/t); moreover, Y+(0 fulfils the initial conditions Y+
}(aJ + 
2) Moreover, 0O 4= 0 since otherwise W(xl9 x2> ..., xk9 Y+) (aj+1 — e') = 0; hence 
W(xlt x2,..., xk, vJ+1) (/) 4= 0 implies W(xl9 xl9..., xk9 uJ + 1) (t) 4= 0 and conversely. 
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+ s) = x^+1(ay. + e) for i = 0, 1,..., fc — 1, which implies immediately 
Y?\aj + e) = xft.(a, + a) 
(the derivative of Y+ being taken from the right, the derivative of xk+ x from the left). 
The continuity of the fc-th derivative xj+^f) at a_y — e is proved quite analogously. 
2. In this article we shall generalize Theorem 1 assuming that the functions 
xl5 x2,..., xk have continuous derivatives of the s-th order, s ^ fc and that the matrix 
from Theorem 1 has s + 1 rows. (For s = fc we get Theorem 1.) We shall prove 
Theorem 2. Let a, b be real numbers, a < b,k, s positive integers, s = fc. Let 
functions xx(t), x2(t),..., xk(t) have continuous derivatives of the s-th order in the 
interval (a, b) and let the matrix (l) be of the rank kfor all t e (a, b). 
Then there exists a function xk+i(t) with continuous s-th derivative in (a, b) such 
that the matrix 
(xx(t), x2(t), . . . , xk(t), xk+x(t)\ 
x[(t), xf2(t), . . . , *;(*), xi+1(r)' 
\x[s\t), As\t), . . . ,x?>(r),4 JJi(0/ 
is of the rank k + 1 for all t e (a, b). 
Proof will follow the same lines as that of Theorem 1. If am, m = 0, ±1 , ±2 , . . . 
are the points from Lemma3) then again W(xu x2,..., xk)(t) =t= 0 for all t e(a, b), 
t 4= am, m = 0, ±1 , ±2, .... We start constructing xk+l(t) at a0 again, choosing 
numbers a0, i = 0, 1, 2,.. . , s, a function u(t) and e0 > 0 so that 
(i) the matrix 
(xt(a0)9 x2(a0)9 ...9xk(a0)9 a^ 








has the rank fc -f 1; 
(ii) u(t) has continuous s-th derivative; 
(in) u(i\a0) = a0, i = 0,1, 2,.. . , s; 
(iv) the matrix 
M O , x2(t)9 . . . , xk(t)9 u(t) 
x[(t)9 x'2(t)9 . . . , xk(t)9 u'(i) 
\x[*\t), x?{t), ...,X?(t),u"(t)l 
has the rank fc + 1 for all t e <a0 — e0, a0 + e0>. 
3) Actually, the assumptions of Lemma are the same as those of Theorem 2. 
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The functions xt(t)9 x2(t)9..., xk(t)9 u(t) satisfy the assumptions of Lemma on 
(a0 - e09 a0 + e0). Hence there is 6 > 0 such that W(xi9 x29..., xk9 u) (t) -)= 0 for 
all t * a0, t G <a0 - e, a0 + e>
 4); for f = a0 we have (iv). 
Put xk+i(t) = w(/) for te(a0 - e, a0 + e>. If xk+l(t) is defined (and satisfies 
Theorem 2) for all r e < a . J ~ e , a,- + 6>, 
IF(xlfx2> ...,xk,xfc+1)(f) # 0 
for f =# am, m = 0, +1, ±2, . . . , +j , let us consider again equation (3) where the 
function fj(t)9 J = ±j is defined in the following manner: 
(i') fj is defined and has continuous s-th derivative in the intervals (aj9 aJ+1>, 
<a_yfc.1, a_y> respectively; 
(ii') fj(t) 4= 0 in its interval of definition; 
(iii') the values fjl)(aj + e), f-)(a-j — e) are given so as to satisfy equations 
d1 
—. ^(*i , *2> •••> **> ** + i) (a; + «) = f}i}(aj + e) 
— PV(x1? x2,..., xk9 xk+1) (a-j - e) = ./_'}(*-y ~
 £) > 
i = 0, 1,..., s - fc (for i = 0, this equations are equivalent to (2)).5) 
The solutions Y+9 7_ with the corresponding initial condition (4) have then contin-
uous s-th derivative (since the same holds for xl5 x2,..., xk, fj) and, moreover, 
Yi^aj + e) - 4U°J + e) - Y'-\a-J ~ e) = %U°-t - e) 
for i = 0, 1, 2,.. . , s. In fact, for i = 0, 1,..., fc — 1 these relations coincide with the 
initial conditions; for i = fc, k + 1,..., s we get them successively from (iii'). 
Let us now choose numbers pcn)+i9 pocLj~ 1? i = 0, 1, 2,.. . , s, p = fc + 1, k + 2, . . . 
..., s + 1 so that 
(5) 
X l ( a 7+ l )> • * •> **(aI+l)> k+l a J+l> • • • > s + l a / + l 
X i ( a i + l ) > •••> **(#/+-.)- *+la . /+l> •••> s + l a / + l 
X ľ ( a i + l ) > •••> Xk(aj+l\ fc+laî + l> •••> s+l a J+l 
Ф O 6 ) 
and similarly for fl-j-i- Let puj+1(t)9 p = fc + 1, fc + 2,..., s + 1 be functions that 
fulfil: 
(i") they have continuous s-th derivative in <a ,̂ aj+2}9 <a_ i - 2 , a.̂ .> respectively; 
4 ) Otherwise a0 would be an accumulation point of the zero points of the Wronskian which 
contradicts Lemma. 
5 ) This does not contradict (ii') since in particular W(xv x2,..., * k + 1 ) (aj + e) 4= 0 + 
+ W(x1,x2, ...9xk + 1)(a„j- e). 





j+u X-Vi (^ - i - i ) = P*-j-i for i = 0, 1, 2,. . . , s, p = fc + 
+ 1, fc + 2,.. . , s + 1. 
Again there exists e' > 0 such that 
(6) ^(Xj, x2,..., xk9 k+ tuj+1,..., a+ iuJ+1) (t) * 0 , 
JV(x1} x2 , . . . , xk9 k+ tu_,->!,..., s + 1 u_^ x ) (t) 4= 0 
holds for all t from the interval <fly+1 — e\ aJ+1 + e'>, <a_y_i — e\ 0-j-i + e'>» 
respectively. 
Now put 
»,+i(<) = _ / W ' ) + _! ^p»i+i(0 
p = l p=fc+l 
the constants /?p, p = 1, 2,.. . , s + 1 being the solution of the system 
_,V<;>(c.,.+ 1 - e') + _.' / ^ . ( - J + I - £') = n> y + 1 - £')-
p = l p = ik+l 
i = 0 ,1 , . . . , SL7) Since the determinant of the system is nonzero according to (6) 
there exists a unique solution pi9 Pl9..., j8s+i. The constants j8*+i,..., j8s+1 are not 
simultaneously equal to zero. In fact, if 
»1+i(0 = Z / W 0 
p = l 
then also 
P = i 
i = 0, 1, 2,.. . , s. However, this means that 
*V(xl5 x2,..., xk9 Y+) (aj+ x - e') = 0 
which is not possible according to the construction of Y+. 
Further, the definition of pp implies that 
Yii)(a;+1-a') = t;y+ 1(a i + 1- e ' ) , 
i = 0, 1,2,..., s. 
Analogously we define the function v-j-^t) in the interval <a« i«1 — e', a_y_1 + 
+ e'>. (It may be necessary to make e! smaller.) 
7) We have here the derivatives from the left and from the right analogously to the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
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Let us now put 
Y+(t) in the interval <a; + e, aj+l — e'> 
vJ+l(t) in the interval <ay+1 - e', aj+î + e'> 
Y„(t) in the interval <a_J_1 + e', a_y — e> 
#_;_-(*) in the interval <a_i_1 — £', a^.j.l + e'> 
. + . ( » ) -
Continuing like that we can define x*+1(f) for all t e (a, b). It is evident that all 
assertions of Theorem 2 hold, in particular the continuity of the 5-th derivative of 
xk+l(t). Moreover, it is evident that even 
W(xux2,...,xk+l)(t)*0 
for all te(a, b), t =j= am, m = 0, +1, ±2 , . . . 
3. From the both Theorems there follows 
Corollary. Let be given functions x^t), x2(t),..., xk(t) with continuous derivative 
of n-th order in (a, b), k < n. Let the matrix 
( *i(t), x2(t), . . . , xk(t) x'i(t), x'2(t), ...,*;(*) 
have the rank kfor all t e (a, b). 
Then there exists a differential equation 
x(B) + «-.(!) x ^ - " + ... + aH-t(t)x' + <>n(t)x = 0 
with continuous coefficients a i(t), i = 1, 2,. . . , nsuch that the functions x^t), x2(t),... 
..., xk(t) are its solutions on (a, b). 
Proof. Completing the system of functions xx(t), x2(t), ..., xk(t) according to 
Theorem 2 (n — k)-times we get a system xt(t), x2(t),..., xn(t) with the Wronskian 
different from zero for all t e (a, b). The functions x*+1(f),..., x„(r) have continuous 
derivatives of the (n — l)-st order. 
To be able to write the required differential equation, it is sufficient to use Lemma 6 
[2, p. 76]. According to this Lemma, to any function x(t) with continuous k-th 
derivative in (a, b) and to an arbitrary sequence of numbers ep > 0, p = 0, 1,..., 
lim ep = 0, there exists a function £(t) analytic in (a, b) and such that for the difference 
p-+co 
A«\t) - |x«>(0 - £«>(r)| 
there is ^'''(t) < Ep, i = 0,1,..'., k for te(a, a_p> u <ap, b). It is evident that by 
a proper choice of numbers ep it is possible to keep - after replacing xk+q(t) by 
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£*+«i(0> q = 1, 2,..., n — ̂  — the inequality for the Wronskian, viz. W(xu x2,... 
..., xfc, £ f c + 1,.. ., ^n) (t) 4= 0. Now the required equation can be written in the form 
W[Xi9 x 2 , . . . , x f c, < ; f c + l 9 . . . , Qn9 x) (t) = 0 
whose all coefficients are continuous in (a, b) and the coefficient at x(rt) is different 
from zero since it is equal to W(xu x2,..., xfc, £fc+l9 ..., £,.) (t). 
A u t h o r ' s N o t e . The paper being already in print, the author's attention was drawn to the 
paper by Ascoli, G.: Sulla decomposizione degli operatori differenziali linearis Revista (Univ. 
Nac. Tucuman), Ser. A, 1 (1940), pp. 189—215, where (p. 210) a theorem identical to Corollary 
of the present paper is proved. However, the method of Ascoli yields just one equation (uniquely 
determined by the given functions) which has the required properties. 
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